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Standard vector graphics software allows you to create logos, icons, graphics, typography and . and use them in contextual advertising.
There are many classes of vector programs that allow you to build images, select their vanishing points, and define parameters. It is worth
noting that when you end up using a vector object, you can not only use the logo, but also add any other fonts to it. The excellent X-Rite

SoftWorks OASIS vectorization and rendering software runs in C++, in OpenGL (compatible with O3D, OpenGLES) and has two
graphical interfaces - C++ with a polygonal logo and a more modern OGL in which objects can be displayed online -mode. Andrey

Temirov, Deputy General Director for System Integration, Croc Web technologies have long supplanted paper media, and today, according
to statistics, there is one interactive smartphone per user. Mobile interfaces give the user the opportunity to interact with the ecosystem
without the help of a PC at all. A mobile phone is not just a smartphone, it is a device that can work not only in a pocket or purse - it is
â€œpoweredâ€� by a network connection, and, as often happens, a person uses it not for himself, but to solve some tasks. One of the

most important tools in this area is video and media streaming services, which are now entering the market at the size of large
corporations. We also actively use a comprehensive solution: the consumer model uses a local application embedded in a smartphone,

while the corporate model uses an external application that runs on the basis of a cloud service. As a result, the user gets completely new
opportunities for interacting with the product, including the ability to view "live" video with the ability to edit and shoot.According to

some experts, mobile Internet, as always, will overtake wired connection in terms of density. But we will still use standard interfaces with
the help of ordinary programs or applications for a long time to come.
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